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Wakuan said, "Why has the Western Barbarian no beard?"

Because I have been able to fortunately stay healthy enough I have been able to come here again, and this 
time we've organized a three-day sesshin where we can all practice Zen together.  There are many different 
types of koans, but all of them are the same in that the purpose of any koan is to solve the problem of the 
self, to solve the problem of the "I am".  In that way, all koans mean the same thing.  For people who first 
start studying Zen, it seems that most of them come to see that Zen is totally different than religious 
teachings and it is very hard for them to understand Zen, because of that.  All of you were raised 
religiously, so I think that you probably have some idea what religious thinking is.  But what about this 
kind of teaching that is utterly different than religion?  I want you to at least come away today knowing 
how different Zen is from religious teaching.  

 You hear a Zen talk and then hopefully you feel, "Wow, there is another kind of thinking out there that is 
completely different than religious thinking."  So, what is different?  I think that it is fair to say that any 
religion is founded on the belief in God.  Buddhism, however, does not recognize the existence of a God, at
least a God, in the same sense as religions understand God.  That is what is completely different.  You 
folks, who have been spending all this time believing in God and thinking that God will save you, what if 
there is no God?  Then you will probably wonder, "Is there any way to be saved if there is no God?"  

One thing that is similar to Buddhism and also is Tathagata Zen, this style of Buddhism, is that similar to 
those things in religion, Buddhism also believes that the self has to somehow find salvation.  What kind of 
a self is it that must find salvation?  I haven't studied religions that deeply, yet, so I really don't understand 
everything about religion, but from the Buddhist point of view, the self that must find salvation is not the 
Perfect Self.  That kind of self it is is the incomplete, imperfect self.  Buddhism says, in fact, that the 
incomplete, imperfect self has to recognize the existence of God.  We, who are incomplete, believe in some
kind of God, some kind of Perfect Complete Being, some sort of Absolute Being, and Buddhism says, 
along with other religions, that that is natural.  However, the difference is that Buddhism says that when the
imperfect self is hoping to be saved by God, the God that the imperfect self is hoping to be saved by is not 
the true God. In other words, when we talk about God, when we hope that God will save us, and it is not 
just God, we can say the same thing about when we talk about the Devil, we are seeing those things as 
objects. But, this God that can truly save us, is that an object or not? 

Before Buddhism was born in India, there was the belief in a God called Brahman.  And those ancient 
Indians defined the existence of God like this: They thought of God as a personified, Perfect Being that can
bring us to salvation.  I think that any country is the same in this.  In any country that comes to recognize 
the existence of God, the people come to understand God to be a Complete Perfect Being that can bring us 
to salvation.  Then, noticing, realizing, that if God really is a Complete Being, a totally Perfect Being, that 
God cannot be an object to us, a new kind of teaching about God was born.  This teaching about these 
different ways of understanding God is actually very difficult and it would take a long time to explain all 
the details about it. 

 In any case, maybe we can say that Buddhism and religion are the same in thinking that we are all 
imperfect, incomplete selves, and so we have to make an Absolute Being and understand that Absolute 
Being to be the One who can bring us to salvation.  Buddhism says that when the Absolute God, the 
Almighty Self manifests, then it cannot be taken as an object.  For people who have become accustomed to 
taking God as an object, this is a very difficult thing to try to understand.  So simply put, Buddhism, in fact,



doesn't directly conflict with religion. Buddhism also says that it is fine to recognize the existence of a God 
and to think that that God gave birth to all things. 

 All of us who are born from the Perfect Being, maybe it is fair to say that everyone believes, that it is 
imperative for us to become the Perfect Being, again. Everyone can see, however, that when we are born, 
especially when we are first born, when we look at human beings it is very easy to see this, when we are 
first born, we are all born imperfect. In fact, it is probably fair to say, that there has never been even one 
thing that when it is first born, is born perfect, like God.  These imperfect selves then grow, they go through
the process of growing and developing, and the end of that process is the manifestation of the Perfect Self.

 Buddhism says that when any self manifests itself as the Complete Self, then it doesn't need to seek 
anything, anymore.  When any existent being comes to manifest the Perfect Self, which it is inevitable that 
every existent being do, at that point, in that manifestation of the Perfect Self, there is no more need to live, 
anymore.  It is the Completed Living Activity.  Another way to describe that is that there is no more need to
seek God, anymore.  Everybody knows, from their own experience, that it isn't just a matter of living.  
Every existence must also walk the road of dying.  We all will have to manifest in the position of being 
annihilated, being destroyed.   In the same way as when the Perfect Self is manifest when the living activity
does not need to be done, anymore, the Perfect Self is also manifest when the dying activity doesn't need to 
be done, anymore.  

When it comes to pass that the dying activity doesn’t need to be done, anymore, then what happens?  Then, 
at that very moment, the Perfect Self appears.  The condition that manifests as the Perfect Self through not 
needing to die, anymore, can that condition just remain there?  Can it fixate itself?  Buddhism very clearly 
answers that it cannot.  When the state of not needing to die, anymore manifests through the dying activity, 
then again, the living activity will take the lead and the self that must live will then appear. Because it is the
essential nature of ourselves to do both of these activities, Buddhism says that if you want to know the 
nature of yourself, you have to find a way to recognize that you have both the living and the dying activities
as your very content.

The Perfect Self that manifests when living doesn't need to be done anymore is called the Ultimately Large,
the Greatest Cosmos, itself.  The way of teaching in Buddhism is to further say that in contra distinction to 
the Perfect Self that manifests as the Ultimately Large, not need to live anymore Cosmos, the Perfect Self 
that manifests through the not needing to die anymore self, is the Ultimately Small Cosmos.  The very way 
that the Great Cosmos is, is to manifest Ultimately Large and Ultimately Small, alternately, over and over 
again.  It is the very nature of the Cosmos to be repeating Ultimately Large and Ultimately Small, over and 
over again.  And what about all of us who are existent beings who live in the Cosmos?  We all have the 
same One Cosmos as our home and so we have to learn to see that we are existing within this activity of the
Ultimately Large manifesting and the Ultimately Small manifesting, over and over.  

If we begin thinking about viruses and then think about something like a mole that is a little more 
developed than a virus, and then go on to consider maybe a plant or a mosquito, and then maybe a 
caterpillar, and then a fish, and then a bird, and then a beast, and then a human being, and then think about 
all of the sub-categories within the larger categories, we can see that, in fact, there are innumerable 
different existences.  But Buddhism says, that we have to recognize all of those existences are appearing,  
are being manifest within this Great Ultimately large and Ultimately Small repetitive activity.  

Within the transmission of this teaching called Tathagata Zen, it is said that Siddhartha, the founder of 
Buddhism, was the first one to win the wisdom that knew this fundamental essential activity of Ultimately 
Large and Ultimately Small that is forming the Cosmos which is all of our home, and all of us that live in 
the Cosmos.  To say that he won the wisdom that knew the principle, means that won the wisdom that 
grasped the essential reason of nature, the essential law of this activity. The living and the dying activities 
are opposing each other.  They are opposite from each other and Buddhism is founded on the recognition of
both of these opposing activities. 

I think that all religions are similar in recognizing that God is the Absolute Being.  There is an Absolute, 
and when personified, we can understand it as an Absolute Being.  When the Absolute Being is manifest, it 



is Absolute, it is Perfect.  It is neither the subject nor the object.  When the Absolute Being appears, when 
the Absolute Being manifests, then that is when the living and dying activities have totally become one 
with each other.  Siddhartha had this realization, and then he cried out his realization to everyone.  

Buddhism doesn't allow us to unquestioningly accept the existence of God.  As I just told you the teaching 
that we call Buddhism stands up firmly grounded in the recognition of these two essential opposing forces 
of living and dying.  Buddhism teaches that we can understand the living activity to be the plus activity, 
and further we can see that this is the activity that affirms the existence of the self.  Technically, 
traditionally, that was called tatha-gata, the thus going.  The opposite minus activity, the dying activity that 
negates the self was traditionally called tatha-agata, thus coming.

 I think, in general, that most people want to think, when they hear about two essential opposing forces, that
because they are opposite, they won't meet each other.  But what about men and women?  There is the male
activity that forms man and the female activity that forms woman and those activities are essentially 
opposing activities.  And everybody has seen and everybody has experienced that it is absolutely inevitable 
that men and women meet each other.  Buddhism concludes very clearly, that it simply isn't possible to 
skillfully think about how the world is formed and how all of us are formed, without recognizing two 
essential opposing forces.  This is how Tathagata Zen understands the teaching of Shakyamuni Buddha, 
who was first called Siddhartha.  

 I can't really settle down and talk at leisure.  It seems like I just sit down here, and then the time I was 
allotted, slips away.  Buddhism says that we have to recognize two essential opposing forces and we also 
have to know that these two forces will inevitably meet each other.  But, if you have not had the realization,
personally, that knows, " Yes, that is exactly the way things are!"  then, you can do lots of hours of zazen, 
you can listen to teisho a lot, but it really isn't studying Buddhism.  If you tell a child, " You should believe 
in God, because God is going to bring you to salvation."  Probably the child will say, "Okay, that sounds 
good to me." But, what about that?  What about just unquestioningly accepting the existence of God and 
accepting that God will save you?  It might be fine to just keep doing that, no matter how old you get, there 
really is nothing wrong with it.  But I am sorry to say that if you still are thinking that way, you never will 
experience the manifestation of the Perfect Self.  

I am ninety-four years old, and it is really too old to do much.  There are a lot of problems with being 
ninety-four and you can't do the things you used to do.  But, one thing that is kind of good about being 
ninety-four years old, you can just say whatever you want to say.  You can just be completely frank.  So, I 
just want to tell you that as long as you are a man, attached to being a man, or a woman attached to being a 
woman, there is no possible way that you are ever going to experience the Perfect Self. 

So, man and woman meet each other and when they come to meet each other, can they stop there having 
met each other?  Everybody, at least if you have grown up to having become an adult, everybody  should 
know that that meeting of man and woman, without fail, will get broken through.  Both will break through 
the meeting and then the plus activity is experiencing the world of minus, and now the minus activity, at 
that very same time, is experiencing the world of plus.  In Zen, we use a special word for experiencing 
which means more like to "catch the experience" of.  To break through the meeting, in Buddhism, is called 
to manifest the Activity of Love.  You folks seem to love to talk about love and I always hear you saying 
that," We can't live without love." But, do you really know what love is?  I hope from this you can 
understand what love is.  

Buddhism says that when plus and minus break through each other, that means that plus now takes one step
into the world of minus and experiences minus.  At that very same moment, minus is diving into the world 
of plus and experiencing plus. Plus steps into minus and experiences minus, and now plus and minus are 
together.  Buddhism says that is the manifestation of the Zero Activity.  In the same way, at the same time, 
minus is putting her foot into the world of plus, and now plus and minus become one and Zero is manifest.  

You take this strange posture called keka fusa, or lotus posture, and you are supposed to be doing zazen, 
but what are you supposed to be thinking about?  Plus and minus acting to meet and then break through and
then unify with each other, this is what you should be, so called, meditating about.  This is what you should



be contemplating carefully.  Do you understand?  You probably don't.   ( Tape change…)  Plus breaks 
through the meeting and experiences the world of minus.  That is zero.  But actually, that isn't the total 
Zero.  That is only half a zero.  In the same way, when minus breaks through and experiences the world of 
plus, that is also the manifestation of zero, but also, only half of zero, not the total Zero manifestation.  So, 
plus and minus are both in the same situation, in this case.  They both have not yet manifested the 
Complete Zero.  Then Tathagata Zen, especially, is very insistent upon this point.  So now, plus and minus 
have truly experienced half of the totality, and are facing each other.  When plus dives into the world of 
minus, he ends up arriving at the very source of minus And conversely, minus ends up standing right upon 
the source of plus. 

This is very difficult to understand.  Plus and minus began at their own sources, met and broke through, and
ended up arriving the source of the opposite activity.  Then, what happens?  Then, they turn around, they 
both do an about face.  They turn around and look back upon their own sources; they look back upon where
they had come from.  It's really not that difficult.  I mean, everybody has experienced this, but what seems 
to be difficult is to manifest the wisdom that knows the reason, the principle behind it.  I'll explain a little 
about the difficulty, so please listen carefully.  Plus and minus arrive at each other's sources and then they 
turn around and they look, but the moment they turn around, in fact, they have already transformed into the 
other opposite activity; they have phantomed themselves into their opposite.  Maybe this is what is 
difficult.  You have to do zazen and really contemplate this activity. 

 For example, when the minus activity gets to the source of plus, in the act of turning around to look back 
towards her own source, she has changed, she has ghosted herself into plus. Now, they are looking back 
toward their own sources, but Tathagata Zen says that they cannot see all the way back to their own 
sources.  They can only see the half of the totality that they just experienced as zero.  Minus, when she is at 
the source of plus, she looks back towards the source of minus, but she can't see it, all she can see is the 
half of the totality that she experienced as zero with plus.  But, plus and minus don't give up.  They muster 
up all of the energy and spirit because they think, although I cannot see it, behind the shadow of the half of 
the totality that I can see, I think my source is there.  This is when Tathagata Zen teaches about thinking. 
Tathagata Zen teaches that thinking is not the same as knowing.  Now, plus and minus, who have now 
changed into the opposite and have both thought that their source exists behind the shadow, now, they do 
what they have thought.  They put in practice what they have thought and they begin to travel back to their 
own sources. In the middle of that trip back home, they meet each other.  But, this meeting is even more 
amazing and mysterious and wonderful than the first.  Because at this meeting, what they actually meet is 
the child that they had given birth to. 

 There are many of these meetings after the child is born, mother and father will meet the child innumerable
times, but what about this first meeting?  In this first meeting it is the mother and father who are covered 
with sweat.  You have experienced this yourself, so you should be able to feel the sweat in this talk that I 
am giving.  When plus and minus first broke through each other, they gave a part of themselves to birth 
their child.  Now, they are meeting that child that had been born and they take back that part of themselves 
that they have previously given.  Plus takes back the plus part and minus takes back the minus part, and 
now they have both returned to own sources.  Now, plus is standing up straight on the source of plus and 
minus is standing right up on the source of minus.  And now, again, they are looking at each other.  
Tathagata Zen teaches that in order for them to look back upon each other again, plus and minus, both have
to again do the activity of ghosting or transforming themselves.  It really takes a whole lot of zazen practice
to be able to contemplate this, so that is what I hope for you.  I hope that you do a lot of very serious zazen 
practice so you can experience this.  

In this situation, when plus and minus are back at their own sources and turn around and look back upon 
each other, it is different from the situation where they were thinking.  Now, they are not thinking.  They 
are manifesting a sort of Perfect Knowing, and what they know is that they are both holding their one 
shared home, together.  This is when they are back at their own sources and this is the same situation that 
they started at.  When they were first at their own sources, we call that the level one Condition of the 
Origin, which was perfect, so Zero.  But, now they are back at the same situation, but this is the level two 
Zero, the level two Condition of the Origin.  These new Conditions of Origins manifest one after the next, 
over and over again, without fixating, until finally the living activity doesn't need to be done anymore, and 



the Ultimately Large is manifest. And then, as I was talking about before, that Ultimately Large will 
manifest the Ultimately Small.  

We can get back to the great process of Ultimately Large and Ultimately Small repeating, over and over, 
later, but what about this condition where a brand new Source is manifest, a brand new Condition of the 
Origin is manifest?  Buddhism says that this manifestation of a new self is inevitable.   When a new self 
manifests that is called the manifestation of True Love.  Buddhism teaches about two kinds of love, so be 
careful when you talk about love.  What kind of love are you talking about?  Are you talking about the 
thirsty love of the incomplete, imperfect self, or are you talking about the Perfect Love of the Complete 
Self?  True Love.  

People are very impudent and cheeky from my point of view going around talking about the necessity of 
love, but not understanding what love is.  When you truly realize that we must live lives of love, you will 
also realize just how imperfect thirsty love is.  You cannot be called a person who knows love, a person 
who knows what the activity of True Love is until you have manifested the wisdom that really knows what 
I mean when I say, "We are holding our one shared home together." 

What about this koan that we read today?  I said in the beginning that it is just like any other koan, that they
are all the same, but there is something about this koan that really teaches about the True Love activity.  So,
this koan is Wakuan saying, talking about the Western Barbarian who refers to the great Master 
Bodhidarma.  So what he is saying is, do you see why Bodhidharma does not have a beard?  And in this 
talk, can you understand what he is getting at?  I'll be able to have some more time in the next couple of 
days to talk in more detail about this koan, but what about just changing the word "beard" to "love?"  Then 
I think you can understand it.  What Wakuan is saying is that True Love is No Love, Mu Love, non-existent
Love.  It is not U existent love. It is No Love. 

 So, the time has come to stop and I can finally get down from here.  You know, at this age it really is not 
appropriate for me to have to climb up here and appear this frail, wrinkled, small voiced old man in front of
everybody and try to talk.  But the reason that I came this time is because Seiju asked me to.  Seiju, the 
Abbot of this Zen Center said, " I really want to hear your talk, again.  I want to hear about the real Zen. So,
please come."  I couldn't say, "No." If you aren't serious about True Love, then you don't need to come 
here.  Okay. That's all for today.

The End


